June 2021
World Environment Awareness Month
This month at Kidz Club we will be learning about ‘World Environment’ so we can become more aware of our
consumer habits and recognise the changes that need to be made to stop exploiting and destroying our planet. The
children will research ways to restore our Ecosystem and this year we kick off a global mission to revive billions of
hectares, from forests to farmlands, from the top of mountains to the depth of the sea.
World Environment Day is celebrated on June 5, annually to encourage awareness and environmental protection.

Blossoming Butterflies

Terrific Turtles

Space Awareness. Activities that help teach the little ones
about our space and how we can converse it. The best way
to learn is through play.

Interactive Experiences:








Galaxy light to see the stars and planets
Sensory trays with rice, stars and moon resources to
encourage engagement
Sensory galaxy bags with stars to enhance sensory
explorations
Planet wall to learn about the basic planets
Day night wheels—sun, moon stars
Duplo with planets to encourage building and cognitive
development
Touch and feel reading books about the Galaxy

Under the Sea

Interactive Experiences:








Sensory paper plates using sand, sea shells, sea
animals, sea weed and jelly fish
Sensory blue rice and playdough with sea animals
Reading books associated to the Ocean and the
creatures that habitat the waters
Using children's hand prints they will be make sea
crabs
Baby Shark videos on IPads and singing the songs in
a group setting
Science experiment to make children aware of ocean
conservation
Making clown dough and using sea animals cut-outs

Keen Kittens
Through children interests the Kindy Room will be learning about the Australian native
animals in our environment
Interactive Experiences

A variety of different science experiences native habitat, food sources and life cycle of
marsupials .

Reading books and discussing about native animals and wildlife habitats.

Having a nature display table with Ipads to
Special Calendar Dates
learn and research the various regions where
Mabo Day ————————————3rd June
these animal are found

Numerous sensory tray activities with fossils World Environment Day —————-5th June,
and magnifying glasses to explore and inquire
World Ocean Week———————— 8– 14th June

Name and identify the various species in
Queen’s Birthday ————————-- 14th June
matching game

Woollen Koalas, feathered Emus, Kangaroos Refugee Week —————————— 20th—26th June

EYLF Learning Outcomes

1. Children have a strong sense of Identity.
2. Children are connected with and
contribute to their world.
3. Children have a strong sense of wellbeing.
4. Children are Confident and Involved
Learners.
5. Children are Effective Communicators.

Special Events & Performances


Kaleidoscope Arts by Jess performing circus acts



Fly by Fun performance of Environment awareness



Cool 4 Kids performance on Ocean conservation



Usual incursion that compliments our physical program
soccajoeys, disco duck, Kelly sports, yoga, music by
Elijah, Viadance and Dancify music and movement

